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24 JUN 2020

Jem Traylen
fy i-request- 11565-cbl b 1287@reguests. fyi .orq . nz

Tena koe Jem Traylen

On 31 October 2019, you emailed the Ministry of Social Development (the Ministry)
with the following request, under the Official Information Act 1982:

•

Your Minister has asked that your staff ensure that people receive their full
benefit entitlements. Please provide a copy of any significant internal papers
or Ministerial advice on the implementation of this request.

On 21 February 2020; the Ministry provided you with a copy of 'Strengthening our
Service Culture (October Update)' which is one of seven documents in scope of your
request.
I apologise for the delay in responding to the remainder of your request. Please find
attached the following six documents:
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Memo: Driving Greater Uptake of Assistance January update
Aooendix A Online Eliaibilitv Guide
Memo: Driving Greater Uptake of Assistance- March
update
Aooendix A Online Eliaibilitv Guide
Memo: Driving Greater Uptake of Assistance- May
update
Aooendix A Online E/iqibility Guide
Memo: Driving Greater Uptake of Assistance- August
update
Aooendix A Online Eligibility Guide
Memo: Outline of information on take-up and
Accommodation Supplement and Temporary
Additional Suooort
j
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Report: Addressing and measuring take-up and the
delivery of full and correct entitlements
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To provide further clarity, the following information summarises the content of each
of these documents.
The primary purpose of the quarterly memos (Documents One-Four) titled:
'Driving Great Uptake of Assistance' is to provide the Ministry's Organisational
Performance Governance Committee (OPGC) with an overview of the initiatives that
are planned or being implemented that focus on driving greater uptake of the
assistance provided by the Ministry. The establishment of OPGC was to ensure that
all decision-making processes within the Ministry are provided with the necessary
consideration, assurance and appropriate processes to deliver the Ministry's strategic
priorities and objectives, including increasing the uptake of assistance and
entitlement benefits .
Document Five, 'Memo: Outline of information on take-up and Accommodation
Supplement and Temporary Additional Support' was produced in order to seek
feedback on the current action plan for take-up and FACE plans for the resulting
paper. It also recognises the gaps within the projects that require further work.
After receiving feedback from the Minister for Social Development, Hon Carmel
Sepuloni, on 23 May 2019, the Ministry produced Document Six, 'Report:
Addressing and measuring take-up and the delivery of full and correct entitlements.'
The names and contact details of some individuals are withheld under section 9(2)(a)
of the Act in order to protect the privacy of natural persons. The need to protect the
privacy of these individuals outweighs any public interest in this information.
You will note that some information is withheld under section 9(2)(f)(iv) of the
Official Information Act as it is under active consideration. The release of this
information is likely to prejudice the ability of government to consider advice and the
wider public interest of effective government would not be served.
You will also note that some information is withheld under section 9(2)(g)(i) of the
Act to protect the effective conduct of public affairs through the free and frank
expression of opinions. I believe the greater public interest is in the ability of
individuals to express opinions in the course of their duty.
For your interest, additional background information is provided below.
In May 2018, an 11-member Welfare Expert Advisory Group (WEAG) was established
by the Ministry to provide advice to the Government on options that could best give
effect to its vision for the future direction of the social welfare system and drive its
current welfare overhaul scheme. Since its foundation, amongst other things, the
WEAG has supported two important projects; take-up, and full and correct
entitlement (FACE). Take-up refers to the proportion of an eligible population that
accesses and receives the financial assistance they are eligible for.
Take-up of income support alleviates poverty and hardship and supports employment
and broader wellbeing, so even though take-up numbers may be low, they are
important and wider accessibility is part of the Ministry's overall welfare overhaul
programme. You may note that take-up numbers in New Zealand are relatively low,
however, international research shows that take-up rates of income support are
often significantly less than 100 percent, including in the United States, the United
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Kingdom, and Canada. More information is detailed in the WEAG's report 'The take
up of income support: Analysis and Options' which can be accessed at the following
link:
www . weag .govt. nz/ assets/ docum en t s/WEAG- report/backg roun ddocuments/38f3544 1 ff/ Ta ke -uo-of-Incom e-Su pport-0104 19. pdf
FACE is a subset of take-up. While take-up looks at whether all eligible people across
the New Zealand population are receiving payments, FACE considers this from a
client perspective and ensures that Ministry clients are receiving the full set of
payments that they are entitled to, at the correct rate.
As part of the Wellbeing Budget 2019, on 1 April 2020, the Ministry repealed Section
192 (formerly Section 70A) of the Social Security Act 2018. Section 192 required the
Ministry to reduce the payment of a main benefit in respect of a dependent child
where a beneficiary fails to fulfil obligations relating to child support; such as naming
the other parent when applying for child support. Section 193 provides a number of
exemptions to these reductions where there is a good reason not to identify the
other parent, such as where this would result in a risk of violence.
From 1 April 2020, the sanction which reduced a client's benefit if they do not name
the other parent of their child when they apply for child support will be removed.
This will reduce the additional financial pressure on these parents as a result of the
reduction.
More
information
on
this
topic
is
available
here:
www. msd . govt. nz/documents/ a bout- msd-and - ourwork/ newsroom/factsheet s/ bud get/fa ctsheet-re movi nq- deducti ons-so le- pa rents20 19.pdf
The Ministry is also working to bolster both awareness and accessibility for the
Accommodation
Supplement
and
Temporary
Additional
Support.
The
Accommodation Supplement is an income and asset-tested payment to support
people with housing costs, and Temporary Additional Support is a weekly payment
that helps to meet people's essential living costs. The previously provided
'Strengthening our Service Culture (October Update)' outlines the specific goals
identified by providing more safe and friendly spaces for clients to come and discuss
more available benefits.
You might also be interested in the Cabinet Paper, 'Welfare Overhaul Update on
Progress and Long-Term Plan' which further explains the Ministry's work to ensure
access to FACE as part of the ongoing welfare overhaul. This is publicly available
here:
www .msd . govt. nz/ docum ents/ a bout-msd- and-our-work/publicationsresou r ces/ inform ation-releases/wel fare-overhaul-u pdate/ ca binet - paper- welfareoverh aul- upd at e-o n-proqress-an d-long -term -plan. pdf
The principles and purposes of the Official Information Act 1982 under which you
made your request are:
•
•
•

to create greater openness and transparency about the plans, work and
activities of the Government,
to increase the ability of the public to participate in the making and
administration of our laws and policies and
to lead to greater accountability in the conduct of public affairs.

This Ministry fully supports those principles and purposes. The Ministry therefore
intends to make the information contained in this letter and any attached documents
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available to the wider public. The Ministry will do this by publishing this letter and
attachments on the Ministry of Social Development's website. Your personal details
will be deleted and the Ministry will not publish any information that would identify
you as the person who requested the information.
If you wish to discuss this
OIA Requests@msd .govt.nz .

response with

us,

please feel

free to contact

If you are not satisfied with this response regarding the Ministry's actions to ensure
people receive their full benefit entitlements, you have the right to seek an
investigation and review by the Ombudsman. Information about how to make a
u:n.i.H:1..-~1=s available at www .ombudsman. parliament.nz or 0800 802 602.

)
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We help New Zealanders to be safe, strong and independent
Manaaki tangata, manaaki whanau

Background
3

Across the Ministry, there are a number of initiatives or programmes either underway,
or in the planning phase that are working to drive a greater uptake of assistance.

4

These initiatives include:
• The Online Eligibility Guide
• Proactive Calls to Action (text messaging)
• Proactive Client Entitlement (Analytics to the Frontline)
• Enhancing Disability Allowance settings
• A Temporary Additional Support campaign
• Changes to hardship assistance processes to improve ac
• A Full and Correct Entitlement taskforce
• A measure of clients receiving full and correct en · ~ nt
• Leveraging off providers and other stakeholde
V
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Strategy and Change
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eature for people to get their results for future reference, and improving the way we
ask questions and present information.

10 Promotion of the guide will continue this year. Planned activities include messaging to
former clients, adding links to the guide to campaign emails, and promotion through
stakeholder activities. The use of Google SearchWords will also continue, and will be
adjusted regularly to align with different events and activities.
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Proactive Calls to Action
Service Delivery
Strategy and Change
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In Progress

11 Through the Proactive Calls to Action pilots we will send personalised and proactive

•
•
14 The wording of the message
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d an implementation plan for wider delivery will be provided in the next

ditional pilots are planned for the first quarter of 2019, and include:
work obligation failure notifications
appointment reminders.

18 These pilots will continue to test the approach, timeliness of the messaging and how
receptive clients are to these initiatives.
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likely to occur from July 2019.
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rary Additional Support campaign

~ Strategy
Service Delivery
and Change

•

Complete

24 A pilot to proactively contact clients who might be eligible for but not receiving
Temporary Additional Support ran from 5 November 2018 to 21 December 2018.
25 As well as identifying potentially eligible clients, the intention of the pilot was to also
understand which communication channel most effectively engaged clients about the
assistance available to them.
26 A campaign group of approximately 3,000 clients who were potentially eligible for
payments of more than $72.50 per week were identified, and were contacted either by
email, letter or phone.
4

27 Interim findings from the pilot include:
• there was a 10 percentage point increase in grants of Temporary Additional Support
among those contacted as part of the campaign (grants of Temporary Additional
Support increased from 6% to 16%)
• contact by a phone call had the largest impact, followed by the letter and the email
• clients granted Temporary Additional Support after being contacted received
payments averaging $80 per week.
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to whether to proceed in March.
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removing the intensive interview that clients are required to participate in if they
receive six or more hardship grants
removing the requirements for managers to approve hardship assistance when a
client's hardship count is six or more.

33 These changes are likely to see an increase the number of hardship assistance
applications being able to be completed online or over the phone, removing the need
for clients to book appointments of wait in a service centre to be seen.
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e next update will be provided to assist the Committee to monitor the
and outcomes of these initiatives on 5 June 2019.
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Background
3

Across the Ministry, there are a number of initiatives or programmes either underway,
or in the planning phase that are working to drive a greater uptake of assistance.

4

These initiatives include:
• The Online Eligibility Guide
• Proactive Calls to Action (text messaging)
• Proactive Client Entitlement (Analytics to the Frontline)
• Enhancing Disability Allowance settings
• A Temporary Additional Support campaign
/'
• Changes to hardship assistance processes to improve ac~~ <for
• A Full and Correct Entitlement initiative

Online EHgibility Guide
Service Delivery
Strategy and Change

•

ice
30% of

~
~

people t

t used the guide in February had used it previously.

Ap~ ~ des more detail about usage of the guide.

8

~~~,:both Better Every Day and Advocates highlighted that some people

~

9

at they are completing the actual benefit application form when using the guide.
tie intention of the guide is to provide an overview of assistance and services available
ased on collecting a basic set of information from clients regarding their
circumstances. As a result, changes to the landing page providing clearer messaging
that the guide is not an application will be implemented by the end of April.
Work is also underway to understand how information collected in the guide could be
passed through to our online forms for those wanting to make an application for
assistance.

10 A range of promotional activity is in progress to drive use of the guide. This includes:
• the use of Google Adwords which are updated on a regular basis to reflect the time
of year and factors that may impact on clients i.e. school uniform and start-up costs,
seasonal work
• messaging via digital signage in service centres
2

•
•

messaging in MyMSD email notifications
messaging in external newsletters including Super Seniors, Kotahitanga and the
Building Financial Capability network.

11

promotional material are currently
government organisations.

Proactive Calls to Action
Service Delivery
Strategy and Change
12 Through Proactive Calls to Action we are se
13 The first pilot was undertaken between<i
text messages were sent to a s
renew their medical certificat_ .

3

19 An additional pilot is planned for May for clients who exit into employment. There is not
currently a good level of awareness among clients about the services and assistance
available after they enter into work. Proactive messaging will be used to encourage the
use of post-placement support and other financial assistance that is available, with the
intention of supporting sustainable employment outcomes.

Proactive Client Entitlement initiative

•

Insights

22 The proof of concept phase wi II
Nelson and Whangarei servi e
Additional Support {TAS).
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roof of concept phase will inform further development of the

initiativ '\ )

ice Delivery
C nt Experience and Service Design

•

Planning &
Discovery

25 A two stage programme for delivering options to enhance settings for Disability
Allowance is underway.
26 The current focus is on engaging with clients and staff in three regions (Central,
Taranaki and Waikato) to co-design solutions, on how we might:
•

9(2r(f)(iv)

---------~

•

change our Disability Allowance forms and other information to make them easier
to understand and support an increased uptake.

4

27 Engagement is continuing with a range of key internal and external stakeholders
including Beneficiary Advocates and our Principal Health and Disability Advisors on how
to best work with health practitioners and non-government organisations.

5

Improving access to hardship assistance
Service Delivery
Business Process Management

•

Complete

34 A review of hardship assistance processes was recently completed and the following
changes were implemented from 18 March 2019:
• removing the rules from MyMSD and changing contact centre proce~ to allow
clients to apply through any channel they choose, as long as they ha~ ~
· I need
//
grant and/or advance entitlement
~.,,-..,~
• removing the obligation for clients to complete budgeting a ~ti s
, r~ tl ey can ( ?
get hardship assistance
\
uired t J ti ~p ate in if~ t
•

\__j1
~

~ r.d ship ass·sra

•
35

In Progress

current entitlement with

•

review process
face-to-face engagement will be scheduled and staff will complete a full review
of all current income support (i.e. main benefit, supplementary support, Family
Tax Credit) as well as reductions or deductions (i.e. section 192 reductions, debt
offsets or redirections of benefit).

40 A business process and guidelines have been developed for staff to follow and will be
reviewed soon after engagement has commenced to ensure that they are suitable for
national roll-out.

6

41 Learning from the initial engagement activity completed as part of the initiative will be
used to inform how we measure FACE.

Measuring Full and Correct Entitlement
Insights

•

of the measure

44 Additional updates will be
continues.
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Driving Greater Uptak

OPGC consider a change in this memo's reporting

approve a change in reporting frequency from two monthly to quarterly with the
next update to be provided on 4 September 2019.
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Background
4. Across the Ministry, there are several initiatives or programmes either underway, or in
the planning phase that are working to drive a greater uptake of assistance.
5. These initiatives include:
• The Online Eligibility Guide
• Proactive Calls to Action (text messaging)
• Proactive Client Entitlement (Analytics to the Frontline)
• Enhancing Disability Allowance settings
• A Temporary Additional Support campaign
• Changes to hardship assistance processes to improve acces r.:
• A Full and Correct Entitlement initiative
• A measure of clients receiving full and correct entitlement~ ' \ .
,,,--.
• Operational Excellence
• Driving support for former clients .
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Online Eligibility Guide
Service Delivery
Strategy and Change
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fl in the guide to be passed through to our online forms for
ose w~ in ~ -~ ¼e an application for assistan. ce. This is planned to be implemented
in t e 2
i1'\ancial year should funding be allocated.
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mpaign will start where contact will be made with clients who have recently
enefit system, encouraging use of the guide so they are aware of what onW .ssistance they may be eligible for. Additionally, flyers and promotional material
e currently being developed for use in partner and non-government organisations.
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Proactive Calls to Action
Service Delivery
In Progress

Strategy and Change
10. Through Proactive Calls to Action, proactive text messages to clients are being sent to
clients.
11. Following a successful pilot, medical certificate reminders were fully implemented on 6
May 2019. Since these reminders were launched 6,172 reminders have been sent and
2

J)
___./

202 clients have renewed their medical certificate prior to it expiring . Detailed reporting
relating to outcomes from this initiative will be available from June.
12. The next pilot underway tests appointment reminders. Approximately 20% of booked
appointments are not attended and will often mean that a client needs to book another
appointment or be seen as a 'walk-in'. The pilot started on 6 May 2019 and will finish
on 14 June 2019 .

•

•
14. The appointment types that clients wil
• New Business
• Maintenance
• Emergency
• Work Focused Case

Mg will be made available at the conclusion of the pilot and provided in
date.

•

In Progress

18. The Proactive Client Entitlement initiative is the second Analytics to the Frontline use
case.
19. Through this initiative, a Queue Manager prompt and a simple user interface in CMS is
being developed to enable case managers to identify clients during appointments who
are likely entitled to Temporary Additional Support {TAS), but not receiving it.

3

20. The proof of concept phase was conducted from 29 April 2019 to 13 May 2019 in the
Nelson and Northland regions. This aimed to understand more about how to support
case managers to proactively offer TAS to clients. After the prompt was presented to

•
23.A

Planning and
Discovery

Disability Allowance is
verification and increasing uptake and

- sign work with clients and staff has identified that part of
to simp reduce verification requirements will not deliver the improved
· · ially expected. This is because clients still need to specify their
ignificant point of pain that will not change with reduced verification.

27. The co-design work also told us that awareness of Disability Allowance does not always
equate to understanding. Clients told us what they want to know and how they want
us to communicate this information (e.g. format, language and channel).
28. Based on this information, an improved suite of Disability Allowance-related
communications is being developed to support increased uptake and a better client
experience. This includes changing the language used, providing more information
4

about allowable costs and what clients need to do to apply, and ensuring application
forms include the required questions to reduce requests for additional information.

29. Options are also being investigated to determine how a wider range of communication
channels could be used, including Maori and Pacific stakeholders, and what can be done
to increase health practitioners' understanding about Disability Allowance.

Temporary Additional Support campaign
Service Delivery
Strategy and Change

30. Work is progressing to implement proactive contact or Ii
<
for TAS on an on-going basis and is expected to}l1 '1i •
31. Key components of the approach include :
• 3,000 clients will be contacted ea

, v(
n

t

•
•

•
e a paign activity is currently being developed
- pai-gA 1s launched.

11

Complete

re I
of Transition to Work Grant processes was recently completed, and the
GU.owing changes were implemented from 27 May 2019:
removing the requirement to complete a written application form in most cases
• removing the requirement for clients to provide evidence in most cases
• emphasising the importance of quality engagement and identifying other assistance
that is available when a client exits to employment.
34. Reporting will available from July to show how uptake and access changes as a result
of the improvements made to the application process.
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Full and Correct Entitlement initiative
Service Delivery
Business Process Management

•

In Progress

35. On 1 April 2019, a proactive campaign commenced with a group of sole parent clients
who have a section 192 deduction applied. The objective of the campaign is -o attempt
to contact around 12,000 clients to complete a full review of their entitl

/;'(

~

36. Engagement has started with client groups in a phased approac
- a i l~outh ~~)
Parent Payment clients (around 1,300 clients). The phased a_pproac 1\at!o~us to build \
r)
understanding of people's circumstances and issues rel-at'e to '-fyll and c rr:eG.t: ~

.,,,

•
•
•

improve information internally and externally (MAP guidelines, doogle, external
websites)
communicate the changes to frontline staff
introduce on-going monitoring for process assurance.
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Measuring Full and Correct Entitlement
Insights

Planning and
Discovery

42. Given the activity underway with the 'Full and Correct Entitlement initiative' described
above, further development of Full and Correct entitlement measures will~
·nue once
initial engagement activity is completed.
~

continues.
\:).

V

49. Currently, this report is provided every two months for OPGC. With this process firmly
embedded into our reporting cycle it has become evident that even with good progress
on current and new initiatives being made each reporting period, there is not a
significant enough stepped change. It is recommended that the report moves to
quarterly, with the next report to be provided for the 4 September 2019 OPGC meeting.
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Appendix A
Online Eligibility Guide
26 June 2018 - 25 May 2019

Visitor Numb ers and T rends

Users

387,050

Avg. Session Duration

00:04:57

'

•.

:

•••

Mobile

•

Desktop

Tablet

60.2%

34%

5.8%

2

155,666

Visitors by Time of Day

Users by time of day
12am
2am

---------------------------------------------------Sun

0

Mon Tue

2 SK

Wed Thu

F

6am

"~\\:~~~

8am
10am
12 pm

~~\)

~~ ~

2pm
4pm
6pm

8pm

s

SK

How do our v;s;tors find~ ~

•

a

Organic Search

1.

worl<andincome govt nz

2.

m.facebook.com

3.

nzherald.co.nz

4.

youthservice govt.nz

5.

services.workandincome govt.nz

6.

labour.org.nz

7.

facebook com

8.

outlook live corn

9.

I.facebook corn

Social

•
•

Email
(other)

10.

msdsupportcusthelp com

\f~

